Presentation
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To protect the course or diploma, a presentation is very often required. What is it and how to do it
yourself? Let's figure out.
Presentation This is essentially a visual representation of your work. Make a learning presentation,
mainly using the program.
This program is practically on each computer where installed
The program is simple for mastering and has all the tools for designing an excellent presentation of
any level.
Content
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Preparation for writing a presentation
Before proceeding with the design of the presentation directly in the program, read the requirements
of the university for the design of presentations.
If the requirements did not give you, focus on the following requirements:
The amount of presentation from 7 to 15 pages (depending on the volume of your work to which you
make a presentation). More than 15 pages to make a presentation that represents your course or
thesis is inappropriate, since your speech will take too much time.
There are usually no special requirements for the font. It is used by the default.
The design is selected strict, in restrained colors. Sometimes preference is given to black and white
decoration (without registration). The colors used in color design should not be more than three.
The title page is defined, which indicates the topic of the presentation, information about the artist
and verifier (FULL NAM).
Now note for yourself the key points of your work, which you need to be included in the slides.
Choose according to the principle: without which the essence of your work will not be clear?
Presentation structure
The presentation representing the coursework or thesis has a definite structure.

I Slide Title.
I. Immediately behind the title there are slides, reflecting the relevance of the theme, goals and
objectives, sometimes an object and subject matter. Depending on the topic, this information can
accommodate 1-3 slides. Information is taken from the introduction of work, but the word
Introduction is not written.
II. Slides reflecting the main points of theoretical material. Information is taken from 1 chapter of the
main part of the course or thesis. Since the presentation is visibility, you do not need to include here
big pieces of text. The main definitions (briefly), the key points of theses are better as a list or
schemes. Big plus use in presentation schemes, drawings, tables, so everything you can show with
the help of these visual inserts make up graphically. All this is 3-5 slides.

